The Ball State Virtual Press is a free information dissemination service for the Ball State community. This unique tool is a project of the University Libraries, and it is located online at www.bsu.edu/library/virtualpress. Through this link, students, faculty, professionals, and staff can have their intellectual property and knowledge creation published on the Internet.

The benefit of this link is that the work is located in one place on the Ball State Virtual Press and is distributed and made known globally via the Internet. The Virtual Press is instrumental in supporting our academic community by making BSU-created intellectual property and knowledge creation content freely available worldwide 24/7.

The Ball State Virtual Press significantly demonstrates to the international academic community at-large what types of knowledge creation are being produced at Ball State University. The Virtual Press is a promotional tool, serving not only the BSU community but the Muncie community as well, making unique content available for teaching and research anytime, anywhere. Some of the content on the Virtual Press includes:

- Student Burris Laboratory Videos
- Bracken Library Matinee Musicale Highlights
- Ball State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble CD Selections
- Ball State University All-University Marching Band CD Selections
- La Chambre du Roi Trio Selections
- Career Center Publications
- University Libraries’ Copyright Forum, ISSN 1545-777X
- The Library Insider, ISSN 1547-7894
- Mathematics Exchange, a publication of the Mathematical Sciences Department, ISSN 1550-1736
- Mid-American Journal of Business
- Office of Academic Assessment and Institutional Research
- Office of Teaching and Learning Publications
- The Teacher Educator: The Official Journal of the Indiana Association of Teacher Educators, ISSN 0887-8730
Besides Ball State University faculty and students, the Copyright Office will assist Alumni, Indiana Academy, and Burris School students and faculty in having their intellectual property distributed via the Virtual Press.

For additional information about the annual Ball State University Virtual Press and for any questions about copyright or intellectual property issues at Ball State University, please contact:

Dr. Fritz Dolak
765-285-5330
F Dolak@bsu.edu

And please visit the Copyright Office Homepage:
http://www.bsu.edu/library/collections/copyright/

And of course, the Virtual Press Page:
http://www.bsu.edu/library/virtualpress/